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Ashley's Ice Cream 

"Ice-Cream Paradise"

Undoubtedly one of the neighborhood's favorite ice-cream parlors,

Ashley's Ice Cream is one of the must-visit joints on every tourist's list.

Since its inception, this ice-cream parlor has been known for its unique

flavors, which has only increased in number over the years. Bring out your

inner child with its range of specialties, including the Red White and

Blueberry, Nutella Chip, Lemon Pie and Bittersweet Chocolate ice-creams.

Apart from its ice-creams, the cakes, frozen yogurt, juices and smoothies

are also worth a try.

 +1 203 776 7744  www.ashleysicecream.net/  280 York Street, New Haven CT

Louis' Lunch 

"First In Hamburgers!"

Yet another first for New Haven: not only did the city introduce pizza to

America, it is also home of the hamburger, introduced to the world by this

diner in 1900. If you drive or walk by too quickly, you might miss this

small, unpretentious, cottage-like building tucked away along the bustling

street. But on the inside, New Haveners enjoy "a bomb" of a burger, so

good that ketchup and mustard are no-no's. The burgers are grilled

vertically for the best taste possible, and if you ask nicely, you might get a

slice of cheese. Maybe. This is a classic New Haven landmark not to be

missed!

 +1 203 562 5507  www.louislunch.com/  louislunch@gmail.com  261-263 Crown Street, New

Haven CT
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Sally's Apizza 

"Wooster Street Legend"

OK, OK, so it is arguable who has the best pizza in New Haven (and

maybe the world). But after trying the "sublime" white clam pizza pie, you

will have to decide for yourself, or ask former President Clinton, who used

to hang out at Sally's as a young Yale law student. The age-old

competition between Sally's, Pepe's Pizzeria up the block, and Modern's

Apizza has been brutal. So get in line and see for yourself how delizioso

Sally's pies can be!

 +1 203 624 5271  sallysapizza.com/  237 Wooster Street, New Haven CT
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Frank Pepe's Pizzeria 

"The First Pizza in the USA"

Although there is no stylish decor, the service can be inconsistent, and the

wait an inconvenience, this pizzeria is worth every bit of hassle. This is

where you go to experience the best pizza in New Haven (always

competing with Sally's Apizza, down the street), if not the world. Pepe's

claims to have introduced pizza to the New World and has been making

pizza a local legend since 1925. There is nothing like the amazing white

clam pizza pie, or the other coal-fired, oven-baked combinations at this

legendary pizzeria. No slices; you order by the pie.

 +1 203 865 5762  www.pepespizzeria.com/new-

haven/

 157 Wooster Street, New Haven CT
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Bella's Cafe 

"Most Important Meal"

Bella's Cafe is a bright and cozy restaurant in West New Haven serving up

some of the city's favorite breakfast and brunch all week long. You

definitely won't go home hungry after chowing down on massive portions

of dishes like french toast, omelets, burgers, salads and more. The menu

changes frequently, and they always offer daily specials, so you can try

something new every time.

 +1 203 387 7107  bellascafect.com/  896 Whalley Avenue, New Haven CT
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